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TM: “AMYA Soling1 Meter” is a trademark and selling mark of the American Model Yachting Assn. and may be used by 
sanctioned Clubs and approved manufacturers of AMYA Soling1 Meter kits  

 
The Instructions apply to the 3DRC Boats’ AMYA Soling 1 MeterTM  model yacht and associated or 
offered parts and fitting kits. They are intended for use on 3DRC products as indicated and may be 
applicable to other manufacturer’s products, or other model yachts.  However, any such use is at the 
user’s discretion, and the user assumes all risks associated with such use or application. There are no 
warranties expressed or implied, and any product replacements or refunds are expressly at the 
discretion of 3DRC Boats.   Soling 1 MeterTM  is a trademark and selling mark of the American 
Model Yachting Assn. 

 

Included in various 3DRC Kits:  
 

AMYA Soling 1 Meter Lower Boat Hull Kit: do it yourself unassembled hull and deck, transom w/ 
reinforcement for backstay, hatch cover and gasket.  Hull parts include a loose 3D Keel Trunk Assembly/radio 
board, battery shelf, nassembled keel shell w/ keel spar and bolt, and wing nut.  Resin cast rudder w/ stainless 
shaft, rudder tiller arm, 14” rudder rod w/ connector, and instructions.  
You need a rig and sails, servos, available online through 3DRC and/or other sources.  You also need some tools, 
lead and epoxy for the keel, sandpaper, and paint.   
 

AMYA Soling 1 Meter Whole Boat Kit: Incl. K2, K4, K6 and K8 kits. Everything except lead shot ballast, 
epoxy, sandpaper, and paint. The hull, interior structure, and the keel are fully assembled and sealed. All 
hardware, the sail arm AND the two servos to complete the boat are included. A 3DRC aluminum rig kit AND a 
set of sails are also in this Kit.   
 

AMYA Soling 1 Meter Assembled Ready to Race Hull Kit: assembled lower boat -  hull with deck and 
transom installed.  Ha AMYA Soling 1 Meter tch cover and gasket.  3D printed Keel Trunk Assembly,  battery 
shelf and Rudder Housing.  Assembled keel shell (NO ballast), keel spar and bolt, wing nut.  Resin cast rudder 
with installed stainless shaft.  Also includes deck hardware, 14” rudder rod, rudder tiller arm; instructions.  You 
need a rig and servos, electronics, plus lead shot ballast,  epoxies, sandpaper and paint.   
   

AMYA Soling 1 Meter Aluminum Spar and Sails Kit: Includes shaped aluminum mast w/ sail luff groove, 
aluminum jib and main booms.  3D printed: end parts for booms, gooseneck, mast jack/base fitting, masthead 
fitting for crane, sheet connectors.  Also includes: screw type boom vang/kicker, aluminum mast crane, cast 
metal jib head connector, screws and hardware.  Sails- includes: polyester scrim-reinforced Mainsail w/ slides 
affixed and Sail Emblem, battens.  Polyester scrim-reinforced Jib w/ high strength synthetic luff line and battens.  
100# test 4-strand synthetic line for rigging, FOUR stainless steel threaded turnbuckles for a double-shroud rig.    
 

AMYA Soling 1 Meter Aluminum Spar Kit, NO SAILS, everything in Kit 4 above except sails. 
 

AMYA Soling 1 Meter Keel Ready Filled, ballasted using epoxy and NEW #9 lead shot, to 7.0 – 7.2 lbs (you 
can request less or more weight w/ order).  ( subject to availability.) 
 

AMYA Soling 1 Meter Keel Ballast – 6-1/2 lbs NEW #9 lead shot.  ( subject to availability.)  
AMYA Soling 1 Meter Servo Kit     330 oz/in. torque digital, waterproof Sail Servo, 40+ oz/in. torque analog 
Rudder Servo, 3D printed Sail Arm.                                           

3DRCBoatstm 
3D Comes to Solingtm 

 

 
 

 

http://3drcboats.com/
http://3drcboats.com/buy/
http://3drcboats.com/buy/
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Finishing Your AMYA Soling 1 MeterTM 
From simplest to most complex 
 

A. Simplest:  
1. Of course, leaving the hull and deck “as is” (white polystyrene) is the easiest route to take. The “plain” 
styrene hull looks pretty smooth either sanded with a progression of wet/dry sandpaper grades (220, 600, 
1000, 1500). Painting the hatch cover a contrasting (any) color makes the boat easer to follow among others. 
Protection: Over (a long) time, UV exposure will turn the styrene white to “yellow” to sort of an off-white, a 
color hard to match or repair.  Embrittlement is increased on unfinished plastic, as the sun and/or 
fluorescent light UV rays dry out the plastic.  We are talking several years for this process to become a real 
problem. As well, a plain styrene hull is harder to keep clean.  
 

 B. Add striping or decals: A plain Soling can be dressed up with some graphics- thin decals, over sprayed 
with several coats of clear lacquer, sanded and polished.  Using automotive pin-striping tape to add stripe or 
decals to the unpainted topsides (be the waterline and below the deck) is an easy way to distinguish your 
Soling.  Or put on accent stripes or a water line using striping tape. (see page in this document for where a 
waterline should be placed.) Over any decals, you will have to clear-coat using Tamiya Clear (see below). 
  
C. Paint stripes or misted edges on your sails: use a fabric paint such as used for coloring silk flowers- 
“Design-Master” is available at Michael’s, or JoAnn Fabrics. These are the easiest ways to make a “plain, 
white Soling”, yet have it be easier to identify on the water.  
 

D. Painting:   Read the section in this document concerning paint types. Use only the paint and primer of 
the same brands and types.   
 

1. Preparation for painting- Use a sanding block.  Hand-sanding w/o a block can leave “grooves” 
and scratches. Use a sanding block, (sold in most hardware stores), or a piece of ½” thick rigid 
closed-cell foam cut to size for your hand.  Alternative is a FINE (220 grit) or Ultra Fine (400 grit) 
3M sanding “sponge”, at an automotive store. 
 

https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/p/d/b00005942/?preselect=8697084 
  

 
2. Filler – there is no need for filling 3DRC Soling 1 Meters(as was necessary for the previous boats.)   

 

(On boats other than 3DRC- Fill- fill the low spots using putty, and re-sand. The combination of 
sanding the high spots and filling and sanding the low spots will eventually yield a “fair” hull.   
 

3. Use single-part waterproof putty like Tamiya Plastic Putty (Part No. 87053) for holes and 
hiding seams.  It is a white lacquer-based product that dries relatively quickly and is waterproof.  
Apply using a flexible body filler spreader, or a motel room lock card.  Automotive filler- Bondo is 
NOT waterproof, and if the Protective paint layer is compromised - scratched or cracks-  will 
break down.    
 

4. Sandpaper- always use wet and dry waterproof sandpaper - you will need 80-grit (for removal of 

material), 320, 600, 1000, 1500 and perhaps 2000 grit, wet and dry waterproof paper. Two 8-1/2 X 

11 pieces of each (like in an assortment) should be enough.  
 

5. Use a small bucket or your laundry tub, and add about 5 drops of dishwashing detergent to 2 

gallons of water- it helps keep the sandpaper from loading up.  
 

6. Primer- we like Tamiya  primers. Painting dark colors- use grey Tamiya;  lighter colors, use white.  
 

https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/p/d/b00005942/?preselect=8697084
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7. Sand the parts using 320 wet & dry paper to remove all the mold release and wax. Wash the hull, 

deck, rudder and keel w/a water and dishwashing soap mix, followed by a rinse.  Allow to 

thoroughly dry. The boat is “smooth enough” when your fingernail passing over an area cannot 

feel any imperfections. 
 

8. Choosing paint: The “paint for plastics” paints (Krylon Fusion, or Rustoleum Painter’s Choice) 
say they do not need a primer. That is true- they will stick to the plastic without a primer. But they 
will be far more glossy over a primer - and it will take fewer coats to cover.                                                                                                             
A. Downsides of acrylic enamels (like Rustoleum, Krylon) is that due to the solvents used to 
enhance drying , they can “lift” or ruin an earlier coat when over coating.  They are sensitive to the 
time between coats.  They take at least a week to be truly hard enough for handling.                                                          
B. DupliColor (auto supply store) is a lacquer that paints well, cures fast and is extremely hard.  
BUT, it is generally limited available colors in stores to what is popular in cars and trucks- lots of 
silvers, whites, reds, and dark greys- to black.  AND- after DupliColor dries, it  is ”rough” it has to 
be clear-coated or fine sanded to get a glossy finish.  It is around $15 a can- you need 2 cans plus a 
clear coat. 

SO- we like Tamiya TS hobby spray paints.  Billed as a “synthetic lacquer”, these seem to be 
smoother and dry faster as well as harder than any of the home painting brands.  Sold at hobby 
shops at around $7- (buying oil-based aerosols online means high shipping costs!) - again you need 
at least 2 cans plus any primer.  Tamiya is available in MANY colors, in flat as well as satin and 
gloss.  See the last page of this document for a color chart.  

 

9. Prime: make the primer coat as smooth as possible, yielding a super smooth final coat - especially 

if you are planning a light final color.  Let dry for at least 30 minutes.  

 

 

 

10. Painting: Now you are ready to apply the color coat. Mask off the deck, unless you plan to paint 
the deck and hull one color.  

A. Lightly sand using 400- 600 paper. Dust off the areas to be painted. 
 

B. Mask off the deck and deck flange.  Dampen a clean (microfiber or linen, NOT paper) 
cloth with water,  and wipe the surface clean of dust.  Some next use a “tack cloth”, (auto 
supply store) to remove all lint and dust. Let dry.  
 

C. Paint the boat upside down -keel up in your stand or on a cardboard box.  Paint outside IF 
temperatures are above 60 degrees F.  If inside paint in a well-ventilated area. 
 

D. Gloss comes with successive light coats, over a light primer. Do not try to get a “wet 
gloss”- you’ll get a run.  Paint the hull with at least 3 or more thin coats of paint, until the 
color is even in tone and all areas are covered to your satisfaction. Light colors will take 
more coats than reds, black, dark blue, etc.  
 

E. Do not try to “build up” the paint by painting thicker- it will run. If it does- DON’T 
panic and try to wipe it off or fix it yet- let it thoroughly dry then sand it out. And- you 
cannot “fill” sanding marks with paint- it will run.  
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The combination of a 9 lb. hull, tacky paint, and whatever the boat sits on in the 
stand will mar the paint job on your hull, otherwise.  Allow at least 24 hours for 
Tamiya – up to 10 days (Rustoleum and Krylon) for the paint to harden.  Try and avoid 
handling it during this time- even though it will “feel” dry- it isn’t.  The longer you wait- the 
happier you’ll be.  

 

11. Clear-Coating: this is a touchy subject. More often than not, I have had poor results from clear 

coats, including where the color coat is ruined by the solvents in the clear coat. I personally don’t 

think it is worth the risk… but have at it if you want.   If you are determined to use clear coat- use 

only the same brand paint as your color coats. Some have success using the clear coat immediately 

– as the final 3 or 4 coats over the color coat.  Start with very light coats. 
 

12. After the hull is thoroughly dry, lay the boat on a side, and mask the hull and paint your deck and 

hatch cover. 
 

13. Finish Sanding: AFTER everything is thoroughly dry- many will simply leave the boat with its 

spray-painted gloss.  But, to get a super smooth finish, start with a light sanding using 1000 

wet/dry paper, then use 1500, and finish off using- you won’t believe this- notebook paper. 

 

 
For advice- give us a call. 

Mike Wyatt       mikewyatt49@gmail.com 
Western Reserve Model Yacht Club   1-440-478-8208 

Doug Rieger, 3DRC Boats,   sales@3drcboats.com  1-440-610-954     http://3drcboats.com/ 
 
 
<END> 
 
 
 

mailto:sales@3drcboats.com
http://3drcboats.com/
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Waterline drawing – revised numbers October  2013  by Frankie Novak (Previous waterline for 

painting purposes was more generous with the area of paint at the bow). 

Horizontal reference point for Vertical measurements below is the top edge of the deck “turn”. 

 

1. At a point 2.75” from the Bow stem, measure down 77 mm from the edge of the deck. This is the 

point at the Bow where the port and starboard water lines bisect. 

2. At a point 4.25” from the Bow stem, (center hole for the jib swivel), measure down 75 mm. 

3. At the front of the Keel, (16” aft of the Bow stem), measure down 70 mm. 4. Half way between 

points 2. and 3. measure down 66 mm. 

5. At the rear of the Keel, measure down 63 mm. 

6. At the rudder log (Shaft), measure down 58 mm. 

7. At the bottom of the Transom, the lines should end at the transom about ½ “apart. 

 

  2.75 "    4.25 "  Mid Point  Front of Keel  Rear of Keel  Rudder 

 77 mm   74 mm           70 mm                 66 mm                     63 mm                      58 mm 

 

 

 

 
 
You may want to consider just painting from the waterline, slightly overlapping over on to the deck- 
(essentially a wide stripe from the waterline to just over the deck.)  
Painting a hull color overlapping the edge of the deck will hide the flange, and also hide any excess glue or 
other imperfections in the hull/deck joint. Then leave the rest of the deck and the bottom as is- unpainted.  
This minimizes the painting, yet LOOKS like a painted boat. The styrene under the waterline can be buffed 
to a high gloss or clear-coated for protection and easier cleaning as a last step. 
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Tamiya TS Colors  (gloss- semi gloss and flat)  (lacquer) 
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